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INTRODUCTION
Atari's new E.T. cartridge is billed as the first "emo-
tional" video game. And it is. The object of the E.T.

game is an emotional objective— not so much
score-oriented as it is goal-oriented. You want to
get E.T. safely on his spaceship, heading back to
his home planet. This Is stuff of the heart, and a
strange subject matter for a video game. If nothing
else, It forces you to change the way you think
about video gaming.



This book—HOW TO WIN
ATE.T.—THE VIDEO
GAME— is an instruction

manual, a do-it-yourself

step-by-step educational

guide that will surely tell

you everything you need
to know about the video

game E.T. The key word
to our title is Win— as in

Victory. Although you are

not necessarily trying to

get the most points or kill

the most aliens, you are

trying to win—to get your
extra-terrestrial friend

home. Once you've got
him on that spaceship,

my friend, you've con-

quered. You have won
the game.

There is a high-score way
to play this game, and we
give you a high-scoring

strategy on page 20. But
you're not going to get

that much of a kick out of

scoring high in "E.T."

The real kick of the E.T.

game is getting E.T.

safely to his spaceship.
And it's not that easy to

do. That's done by find-

ing and assembling the

three pieces of the in-

terplanetary phone. All of

the pieces are scattered

in various pits (20 pits in

all). You must either 1)

find the phone pieces, go
Into the pit, and grab
them yourself; or 2) get

your pal Elliott to help

you. Elliott will gladly

give you a piece of the

phone in return for nine

pieces of candy (Reese's

Pieces).

There's a strong "Me And
E.T. Against The World"
aspect to all of this. Ex-

cept for Elliott, the char-

acters are generally cold,

unfeeling adults, willing

to quickly steal what
you've worked long and
hard for. An FBI Agent
and a Scientist are hot on
your trail in most of this

game's versions. The FBI

Agent will take whatever
you're holding (phone or

candy). The Scientist will

merely steal some time,

taking you back to his

Scientific Institute for

testing. Both of these
enemies add to the emo-
tional Impact of the

game.



The thrill of properly out-

smarting the humans and
getting E.T. to his ship

simply can't be beat. It is

indeed the first real

theme game with an
emotionally power-
packed scenario. This
book provides an intro-

duction to the characters,

a map to the territory, and
a step-by-step strategy

guide for whichever way \^

you decide to play it.

Without further ado, on to

the game!
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E-T.

The video version of the

lonely little space traveler

has, if nothing else, the

most recognizable profile

since Pac-Man. His tele-

vised mission is also a

familiar one— to find the

parts of his interplane-

tary phone and contact

the spaceship that can
take him back home. His

video world, however, is

governed by harsh and

specific rules: every step

he takes costs one unit of

energy; running costs

two units per step. To use
any of his own powers,
he must first locate and
activate different "power
zones." And activating

any one of these zones
costs him 19 units of

energy— every time he
does it!

ELLIOTT 1=
Although he appears
only a few times, Elliott's

role in this video game is

strictly "good news in

tennis shoes." His only

concern is for the well-

being of his friend, E.T.

After E.T. collects nine

Reese's Pieces, Elliott

enters and gladly swaps
with him for a piece of his

phone. And if the FBI

Agent or the Scientist

cause too much trouble,

E.T. just activates his Call

Elliott Zone and the bad
guys stay away. But of

greatest importance is

Elliott's ability to revive

E.T. up to four times
should he run out of

energy— not bad for a
kid.

FBI AGENT
This video version o
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr. is

E.T.'s most dangerous
adversary. He is deter-

mined to rob E.T. of his

energy and prevent him
from calling home. Each
time the FBI Agent
touches E.T., he relieves

him of a phone piece and
hides it in one of the pits.

o phone
pieces, the Agent will

steal all of his life-giving

candy. And as a final

threat, the FBI Agent
will even prohibit E.T.'s

ship from landing, simply
by entering the Forest
Screen. Use the Human
Repellant Zone^j^^s^
Quy„Si^fOften as^pMlb>le.

SCIENTIST :

He isn't as malicious as
his FBI buddy, but the

man with the big feet and
the lab coat causes his

share of problems for lit-

tle E.T. It seems like his

one goal in life is to cap-

ture E.T. and drag him
back to his Scientific In-

^pCRtitte. Fortunately, this

t doesn't drain E.T. of any

precious energy (if he
doesn't struggle), and he

Is free to escape as soon
as he arrives. But use
extra caution on the Pit

Screens as the Scientist'*

can "head off" E.T. by
walking over the pits.
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INTERPLANETARY PHONE
In order to call the ship to

take him home, E.T. must
assemble all three parts
of his interplanetary

phone. But first he has
to find them. The dis-

assembled parts are
randomly hidden in the
Pit Screens. You can pin-

point their locations only
by activating a Phone
Location Zone (or acci-

dentally stumbling into

the right pit). You do not
gain points or extra

energy by finding phone
pieces, but you can't get

home without them. And
watch out for the FBI
Agent who can steal your
phone parts and hide
them back in the pits.

SPACESHIP
You only see it twice. The
first timejs when the

game begins and E.T.

lands in the Forest. The
only way you will see it

again is to gather all

three parts of the phone,
call the ship, and get to

the Landing Zone in time.

If you succeed, the ship
will land, and carry E.T.

off to his home planet

at least until the next
round.
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The symbol for this

power zone could be de-

scribed as a shouting
"e," or a little shouting
face. "Shouting" is the

key word. The Call Elliott

Zone is E.T.'s way of

summoaing Elliott to the
scene (or screen). Every
screen has one palJ^

Elliott Zone. >

This power zone is most
useful when using th^
Sunday Afternoon
Strategy (see page 20).

After collecting nine
Reese's Pieces from the
Pit Screens, you can
move to a Call Elliott

Zone and hit your buttoji.^

Elliott will soon enter the
screen, take your candy,
leave the screen, and re-

turn with a phone piece

(whatta' nice kid!). You
can also call him if you ^
want to get rid of your
candy before boarding
the spaceship— you get

more points that way,.

And^ last minute sum-
,monina of Elliott will *

There are actually four

different Transport
Zones, pointing in four

different directions. Each
screen has a total of eight

of these zones— two in

each direction. Activating

^a Transport Zone will

immediately transport

E.T. to the next screen in

the directlon*the indi-

cator ^rovir is-pointing.

Rertiember: the six

screens form a cube (see

page 12). The Forest

Screen Is at the top, and
the City is at the bottom.

The majoV advantage to

this method of travel is'

r energy conservation. It'-*

' takes 240 units of energy
for E.T. to run across a

screan, and i^O units for

din^bvalk. tl)i^$^me

,

'only 19 imrts3ten|fgi[;to

activate the Ti^KpMjp
Zone. Just be 9ertatp to

*knoW whiph dire'ctionf^u

. warif to gc^ .
' *

»'

keep fhe FBI Agent
the Scientist awayLlvhlM
E.T*s ship descends.
This trick, however, ^

works only on the left-

hand difficulty setting

of "B. "

"

This little Space Invader

symbol represents E.T.'s

ticket home. You've got
,

to find this symbol, how-
ever, and that's like try-

ing to find a taxi oifa
rainy day. There is only
one of them per round
and it could,i)e in any of

the six screens. Your
best bet is to find

it early and remember
where it is. But you can't

actually use the Call Ship
Zone until you have col-

lected all three parts of

the telephone. *

Once you have, activated

this power zone, a smalt
•"countdown clock" will

appear to the right of the
Power Zone Indicator. It

will count down twice—
30 seconds the first time,

and five seconds the^

secohd time. This is how.
much time you have to

locate and activate E.T.'s

Landing Zone. -

This is it— the single

power zone that can get
E.T. back home. It Is al

ways located in the For
est Screen. You abso-
lutely must find It after

activating the Call Ship
Zone and before the sec-
ond clock counts down
to zero. If you fail to find it

in time, E.T; will have to

reactivate the Call Ship
Zone before resuming his

search. Naturally, it's

best to locate this zone
early.

One? E.T. has safely ac-

tivated the Landing Zone,
the only thipg Jhat can
keep his ship from land-

^

ihg is a human. There-
fore, it is best to also lo-

cate a Human Repellant
Zone oh the Forest

Screen to keep them at

bay. And If you're using
left-hand difficulty "B,"

you can simply summon^
Ellfott— the other hu-
mans will stay away, and
the ship will land safely.
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of hu
not all

and remain in the Forest
while E.T. is waiting for

the spaceship. If either

Elliott, the FBI Agent,
or the Scientist are in

the Forest when the
spaceship lands, they
will scare off the extra-

terrestrials. The space-
ship will beat a hasty re-

treat and poor E.T. will

remain stranded on
Earth. However, when the
game Is played in diffi-

culty setting "B," Elliott

can be present when the
spaceship lands, and the
extra-terrestrials will not
be scared away.

The Forest Screen is

where each E.T. game
begins, and where each
successful round ends.
The Forest is a dark, iso-

lated place and is filled

with a varied assortment
of video plantllfe. Thus, it

is an ideal spot for a
group of friendly— yet

shy— extra-terrestrials to

explore. At the beginning
of the game, a spaceship
will land in the Forest.

E.T, will exit the ship.

Before he knows it (did

someone scare his

friends away?) the
spaceship will abruptly

take off and E.T. will be
left stranded on Earth.

The Forest Screen con-
tains no pits, phone
parts, or candy. Like the

other game screens, it is

divided into 16 power
zones for E.T. to use.

Since the screen con-
tains no phone parts, the
Forest contains no
Phone Location Zone. It

is, however, the only
screen that contains a

Landing Zone. When you
maneuver E.T. off of the

Forest Screen from any
direction (left, right, top,

or bottom), he will auto-

matically enter one of the
four Pit Screens.

Once you've helped E.T.

find all three pieces of the
telephone and have
called the spaceship, you
must return to the Forest

Screen. To enter the For-

est all you need do is

maneuver E.T. off the top
of any Pit Screen. If E.T.

is in the City Screen, you
can guide him back to the
Forest Screen by moving
him up across two
screens.

Once E.T. is back in the
Forest, he must find the
Landing Zone and wait

for the countdown clock
to run out. When it does,
the spaceship will land
and E.T. wilt immediately
be taken home to un-

known points in the
galaxy. However, beware



The City Screen contains
three structures: the FBI
building (upper left), the

Science Institute (upper
right), and Elliott's house
(lower middle). They are
occupied at various

times by the game's
human beings: the

snealcy FBI Agent, the
crafty Scientist, and
E.T.'s friend Elliott. E.T.

can trust Elliott, but
watch out—the other two
humans are out to get
him!

Throughout the game the
FBI Agent and the Scien-

tist will leave their re-

spective buildings in

search of E.T. If the FBI
Agent catches E.T., he
will take away one of the
extra-terrestrial's phone
parts or pieces of candy.
If th6 Scientist catches
E.T., he will take our hero
back to the Science In-

stitute in the City Screen.
Here, the Scientist will

detain him momentarily
for study. Elliott, on the

other hand, will not leave

his house until E.T. either

summons him from an
appropriate power zone,

or the extra-terrestrial

runs out of energy.

The City Screen contains
no pits, phone parts, or

candy. Like the other
game screens, it is di-

vided into 16 power
zones for E.T. to use.
However, since there are
no phone pieces in the

City Screen, it does not
contain a Phone Location
Zone.

When you maneuver E.T.

off of the City Screen
from any direction (left,

right, top, or bottom), he
will automatically enter

one of the four Pit

Screens. To enter the City

Screen all you need do is

maneuver E.T. off the
bottom of any Pit Screen.
If E.T. is in the Forest, you
can guide him to the City

Screen by moving him
down across two
screens. i
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THE OLIVE PIT SCREEN THE FLOWER PIT SCREEN

The Olive Pit Screen
contains four oval-

shaped pits of equal size,

located near the four

corners of the screen.

The pits are relatively

small and there is a gen-
erous amount of space
between them. This

screen may contain one
or more pieces of candy;
often, one of the pits

will contain a part of the
telephone.

This is the easiest Pit

Screen to maneuver E.T.

through. Because of the
size and placement of the
pits, E.T. can safely look
for power zones and run
away from the FBI Agent
or Scientist. The danger
of accidentally falling

into a pit is slim.

in addition, this is the
safest Pit Screen for E.T.

to enter, particularly

when he's in a hurry. The
placement and size of the
pits allows for a clear

path both horizontally

and vertically across the
center of the screen. You
can make E.T. enter and
even run across the
length of the Olive Pit

Screen without falling

into a pit if you follow this

cross-shaped path.

The Flower Pit Screen
contains four pits: two
V-shaped pits near the
top of the screen and two
smaller, oval-shaped pits

near the bottom of the
screen. This screen may
contain one or more
candy pieces; often, one
of the pits will contain a
part of the telephone.

We've named this the
Flower Pit Screen be-

cause the bouquet of

flowers can usually be
found in one of its four
pits. E.T. can gain an
extra life by reviving the
wilted bouquet, if you are
down to only one E.T. life,

you should explore the
pits in this screen for

the flower bouquet and
revive it.

What's more, the Flower
Pit Screen is relatively

safe to enter. As in the
Olive Pit Screen, there
are clear horizontal and
vertical paths across the
center of the screen.

Note, however, that the
horizontal path is slightly

narrowed. Thus, you
should use a slight de-
gree of caution when
entering the Flower Pit

Screen from the left or
right (from another Pit

Screen). On the other
hand, the vertical path is

wider, so you can easily

make E.T. enter the
screen from the top (For-

est) or bottom (City)

without falling into a pit.

Although the uppermost
pits are larger and are

unevenly shaped, the
Flower Pit Screen is only

slightly harder to move
E.T. through than the
Olive Pit Screen. There is

still plenty of room avail-

able to search for power
zones and avoid the FBI
Agent or Scientist. Again,
there is little danger of

accidentally falling into



THE TAR PIT SCREEN!

The Tar Pit Screen con-
tains two small oval-

shaped and two large

oblong-shaped pits. The
smaller pits are located

one atop another, near
the center of the screen;
the larger ones are lo-

cated vertically near
the left and right sides of

the screen. This screen
may contain one or

more pieces of candy;
often, one of the pits

will contain a part of

the telephone.

Because of the size and
placement of the pits, the
Tar Pit Screen is more
difficult to maneuver E.T.

through than the Olive Pit

or Flower Pit Screens.
There is less room for

E.T. to safely look for

power zones and run
from enemies without
falling into a pit. Thus,
you should move E.T.

through the Tar Pit

Screen with a higher
degree of caution than
in the previous two Pit

Screens.

Likewise, it is more dif-

ficult for E.T. to enter the

Tar Pit Screen from an-

other screen. Because
the pits are wide and lo-

cated near the edges of

the screen, you should
make E.T. enter the Tar

Pit Screen slowly and
carefully. If you're not

careful, E.T. can acci-

dentally fall into a pit

upon entering, especially

from the left and right

sides of the screen (from

other Pit Screens). If E.T.

enters this screen on the

run, he's certain to fall

into a pit.

THE SNAKE PIT SCREEN

The Snake Pit Screen
contains eight small,

oval-shaped pits scat-

tered across the screen.

This screen may contain

one or more pieces of

candy. Usually, it con-
tains one or more phone
parts as well.

This is the most difficult

Pit Screen of all to ma-
neuver E.T. through. Be-

cause of the targe num-
ber and tight placement
of the pits, there is little

room on the screen for

E.T. to safely look for

power zones and dodge
his pesky human adver-

saries. Proceed with

extreme caution when
moving E.T. through the

Snake Pit Screen or he'll

wind up falling into a pit.

0^

Also, there are no clear

paths for entering the

Snake Pit Screen from
other game screens. The
safest spot is smack in

the middle, from Pit

Screen to Pit Screen.

Unless you've memo-
rized the exact position-

ing of the pits, be pre-

pared to levitate E.T. out

of a pit immediately after

entering this screen.

Because of the hazards
involved in maneuvering
E.T. through the Snake
Pit Screen, you should
only enter it for one of

two specific reasons.
Namely: 1) when there

are no pieces of candy;
or phone parts in the

other Pit Screens; and
2) to check for the Call

Ship Zone. Otherwise you
should keep E.T. safely

out of the Snake Pit

Screen.



GAME VARIATIONS

The E.T. cartridge

contains three game
variations; each of

these games is played
according to two diffi-

/:ulty options.

RigMt-Hand Difficulty

Difficulty option one de-
termines the speed of the

humans in the game—
Elliott, the FBI Agent, and
the Scientist. With the

Atari 2600 right-hand dif-

ficulty syyitch scjt in the

"A" position, the humans
will move quickly

through each screen.

They will travel at slightly

less speed than E.T.

when he is running. This
variation should be
played only by older or

more advanced E.T.

players. With the right-

hand difficulty switch in

the "B" position, the hu-

mans move more slowly
through each screen.

They will move at about
the same rate as E.T.

when he is traveling at

normal speed. This vari-

ation is fine for younger
and beginning players.

Left-Hand Difficulty

Difficulty option two dC"

termines the spaceship's
landing'conditions. With
the left-hand difficulty

switch in the "A" posi-'

tion, the spaceship will

not pick up E.T. if a

human is present in the,

Forest Screen when the ,

ship arrives. Under these "}

circumstances, the

spaceship will not land.

With the left-hand diffi-

culty switch in the "B"
position, the spaceship

^
will still be able to land

and rescue E.T., if Elliott •

(not the FBI Agent gr.^^)
Scientist) is prese^toHj^l'
at the landing sit&.1^P^^S
hand difficulty setti|]l2iMHB|

'B" enables you tocl'^BSW'
give Elliott E.T.'s piecis
of candy for extra points

just before the ship
lands; and 2) use Elliott

to keep the other two ji

humans away from the
spaceship landing area

!

(since no two humans
can occupy the same
screen). Thus, we feel \

that left-hand difficulty i

setting "A" should be I

played by older and more
advanced E.T. rescuers; I

setting "8" is recom- I

mended for younger and 1

beginning gamers. I

Gnme 1 charat^

GAME 1: FULI
PURSUIT

Note that the strategies

which follow are specifi-

cally designed for E.T.

Game 1, with both dif-

ficulty switches in the
"A" position. However,
they will also help you
play and win at any of the
other E.T. game and diffi-

culty selections.

In E.T. Game 1, all

humans are present
throughout the Contest-
Elliott, the FBI Agent, and
the Scientist.

When called, Elliott will

take E.T.'s pieces of

candy for points and oc-

cupy the screen to keep
the other humans away.
He will also revive E.T.

when he runs out of

energy. The FBI Agent
will roam the playing field

throughout the game; If

the FBI Agent catches

E.T., the extra-terrestrial

will lose either a phone
part or candy. The Scien-
tist will also roam the

playing field during the

contest; if the Scientist

catches E.T., our hero will

be whisked back to^the

Science Institute for tem-
porary confinement.

Game 1 is the most dif-

ficult E.T. variation in the
cartridge— those pesky
humans are after him
constantly! Thus, you
must be adept at using
the symbols and power
zones to help E.T. avoid
his human enemies and
get home. The strategies

that follow will help you
to do just that.
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GAME 2: HALF
PURSUIT

In E.T. Game 2, Elliott and
the FBI Agent are the

only two humans present

— the Scientist does not

appear in Game 2.

Again, Elliott can be
called to tal<e E.T.'s

candy, protect him from
the FBI Agent, and revive

him when he runs out of

energy. The FBI Agent is

also present to track E.T.

down and steal his phone
parts and candy pieces.

'Game 2 is a bit easier

than Game 1, because
you're dealing with onjy

one human ad^etsary,

rather than tWo. However,
the difference in difficulty

between Jhe two varia-

tions is not as great as

might be imagined. This

is because the FBI Agent
who appears in the game
is the more dangerous of

E.T.'s two foes. Remem-
ber, the FBI Agent inflicts

real dairiage by taking

phone parts and pieces

of candy away from E.T..

The worst that the Scien-

tist can do during the

normal course of play

is carry E.T. back to the

City Screen for a few
seconds.

However, since there is

only one human present,

Game 2 is excellent for

practicing strategies that

will enable youio effi-

ciently avolad's
enemies. It is particularly

effective in mastering

the art of keeping the

humans away from the

Forest Screen when
the spaceship is about
to lancj tpi E.T.

GAME 3: NO PURSUIT

In E.T. Game 3, Elliott is

the only human present
in the game—the FBI .

Agent and the Scientist

do not appear in Game 3.

Game 3 is perfect for

younger and beginning

players. Since the sneaky
humans are absent from
the contest, you are free

to move about the play-

ing field without being

chased. This is a good
opportunity to initially

get the "feel" of the

game. Explore each
screen, learn where the

powef zones are and how
to properly use E.T.'s

powers. Send E.T. home
a few times with ease
before moving up to

^greater extra-terrestrial

'game challenges.

In addition, Game 3 is

perfect for making up
your own E.T. games.
You and E.T. have the run

of the board for as long

as his energy holds out. If

you strategically pick up
and eat candy pieces,

this could be for a long

time. Play around with

E.T.'s powers. Invent a

scenario for E.T. and El-

liott and have them act it

out on your TV screen.

You have your own E.T.

world in front of you;

the extent to which you
use it is limited only by
the powers of your
imagination.



SUNDAY AFTERNOON STRATEGY
The best high-point

strategy is the Sunday
Afternoon Strategy. As
the name implies, this is

one reiaxed way to play
E.T. The idea here is to

casually stroll around,
collecting as many points
as extra-terrestrially

possible. A quick review
of scoring— as opposed
to energizing— is in

order.

You receive 490 final

points for every piece of

candy you carry on the
ship with you. You get
770 points for every
candy piece given to

Elliott. You get one point
per remaining energy
unit. Finally, you get 1000
points for every candy
piece after the 31st (more
on that later).

Don't go into the pits

yourself. You lose points
for every slip into the
pit and you end up with

a better score if Elliott

does it.

Don't use short cuts un-
less absolutely neces-
sary. Keep to a leisurely

stroll. Don't run fast un-

less you absolutely have
to (escaping, perhaps,
from the FBI A^ent).

A few things to remem-
ber: This is a game of

power zones. There are
16 possible zones on
every screen. You make
things happen by finding

the right zone. The zones
to look out for in the
Sunday Afternoon
Strategy are 1) the Call

Elliott Zone. This zone
looks like a lower case
'e" at the top of your

television set. There is a
Call Elliott Zone on all 16
screens. You should call

Elliott after you have nine
pieces of candy. Elliott

will take the candy from
you, return home, and
give you a piece of the
phone. 2) The Human
Repeliant Zone is also
important. It is repre-

sented by a symbol kind
of like a Roman Numeral
M, and sends any human
being back to his proper
lodging. This is espe-
cially important when
you have some hard-
earned phone pieces.

3)The Candy Munching
Zone is important near
the end of this strategy.

That means that you can
eat pieces of candy for

341 energy units each. It

is shaped like a circle

with a dot in it
The high score objective
is to 1) get as many
candy pieces as possible
(at least up to 31 ); 2) have
as much time left on
energy reserve as
possible; and 3) let Elliott

take most of the candy
from you. Nothing could
be set for a more relaxed,

kind of leisurely game
play.

The objective is, of

course, to get E.T. to the
spaceship. And to do
that, you must assemble
the three pieces of the
phone. Elliott will give
you a phone piece for

every nine pieces of

candy collected. We rec-

ommend that you let

Elliott do all of the work.

On with the strategy!

Remember, it's a Sunday
pace; if you're used to

the fast lane, check out
our Stopwatch Strategy,

immediately following

this. Listed below are ten
progressive helpful E.T.

tips. Follow them closely
for an all-time high.

As soon as you ap-
pear on the screen

(in the Forest) go down
to the Pit Screen im-
mediately below you (the

Flower Pit Screen). Head
to the center of that Pit

Screen and scoop up a

piece of candy. Don't eat

it. You need this and
eight more pieces of

candy to buy your first

piece of the phone. Walk
to your left, entering the
next Pit Screen smack in

the middle.





Point 4: Don't stand in one place waiting for Elliott to

return with phone piece. Walk around. He'll find you.

Point 5: Memorize location of Call Ship Zone.-

One more source of

bonus points is left-

over energy. We suggest
that you scoop up as
much candy as you can
(yes, even if it's over 32),

go find a Candy IVIunch-

ing Zone and proceed to

do just that: munch
candy. That candy will

not be added to the

candy on the ship. And
you get 341 units per
piece of candy added to

your energy.

Once the candy has
run out (by ail

means, don't go running
around looking for it), get

to the Call Ship Zone as
soon as possible. You
don't want to waste time.

Wasted time is wasted
bonus points.

Press the button at

the Call Ship Zone.
A clock will begin count-
ing down at the top right

of the television screen.

You have two revolutions

—one fast, one slow— to

get to the Landing Zone.
The Landing Zone is al-

ways in the Forest. We
suggest that you find the

Landing Zone in the For-

est and then go down to

one of the Pit Screens.
Fend off humans on the

Pit Screens until the last

possible moment. Then
hightail it up to the
Landing Zone and wait

for the ship to take you
away.

Point 7: Eat up as much candy as possible for

extra energy units.
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The ship wifl arrive

and carry you off as

long as there are no
human beings on the

screen. Once you've
been carried, you'll re-

ceive your bonus totals.

Afterwards, you must
push the button to begin

another round. The game
will last until you're fi-

nally out of energy (and

that's after three— and
possibly four— "flower

power" revitalizations by
Elliott). As you improve,

the game will undoubt-
edly go on for quite a

while. We suggest that

you always end it with a

bang, by bringing as

many candies to the ship

as possible. And, if you
get too good at all this,

you can always play the

ever-enticing Stopwatch
Strategy, on the next

page.

Point 8: Return to the Call Ship Zone, hit the button, and
watch the clock appear.

Point 9: Find the Landing Zone
in the Forest.

^33
Point 10: Prepare for liftoff. Points will be totaled

once E.T. is rescued.
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Some people prefer to

think of E.T. in terms of

speed. Their argument
goes something like this:

The basic object of the

game is to return E.T. to

his homeland, via his

spaceship. Once you've
completed that, the game
should be over. These
people tend to forget

about the points and
concentrate instead on
completing the mission. •

As soon as possible.

They play something
called the "Stopwatch
Strategy." The object of

this game is literally to

summon the spaceship
in as little time as
possible. Then the game
is over.

You should remember
two things always when
playing the Stopwatch
Strategy: 1) forget about
the candies. You yourself

should go into the pits

and grab the phone
pieces; and 2) make good
use of the Transport
Zones— the directional

arrows that hyperwarp
you from one screen to

another. You'll have to

memorize the layout to

make good use of hyper-

warp shortcuts. Remem-
ber: when in a Pit Screen,

the Forest is always up,

the City is always down,
and Pit Screens are al-

ways to your right and
left.

Quickly now, the basic

strategy. You, as E.T.,

must locate and secure
the three pieces of the
interplanetary phone. All

phone pieces are hidden
in pits. To find the phone
pieces, youVe going to

have to make good use of

the different power zones
on the board (for exam-
ple, the zone that helps

you find a phone piece or

the zone that hyperwarps
you to another screen).

There are 16 possible

zones on each screen,

each zone indicated by a
different symbol on top
of the screen. You find

different zones by mov-
ing around the board.

Once you have collected

and assembled all three

pieces of the phone (in-

dicated by an E.T. tele-

phone on the top left of

the TV screen), you can
call E.T.'s spaceship. You
must call the ship from a

special zone, however

—

the Call Ship Zone. This
zone can be anywhere on
any of the six different

screens. Once you find it,

you stand there, press
the button, and watch the

clock tick off. The clock
will count down twice, in

which time you must find

the Landing Zone. The
Landing Zone is always
in the Forest, and quite

easy to find. Get there

before the clock counts
down. And don't let any
humans on the screen
with you, or the ship

won't come.

HINT: When playing this

game, always stay within

the Pit Screens. Never
waste time in the Forest

or the City. That means
never go up or down,
unless you can't find the

Call Ship Zone or you're

ready to leave Earth. It is

also better to do most of

your maneuvering in the

Olive or Flower Pit, not in

the Tar or Snake Pit.

That's because you're

forced to move diago-

nally in the Tar and Snake
Pits— and that's when
the bad guys can catch

you. (For discussion of

pits, see pages 16-17.)

Listed below are ten quick
points toward good
Stopwatch Strategy.

Follow these points in

order. Remember

—

phone pieces, flowers,

and zones are always in

different places for dif-

ferent screens. It is

therefore impossible to

duplicate one game to

another. Part of the fun of

E.T. is figuring out the

mystery— where is each
piece hidden? That
should always be your
mental approach to the

game.
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^I^As soon as you ap-
1 pear onscreen (al-

ways in the Forest) go
down to the first Pit

Screen. Find Phone Lo-
cation Zone (question
mark) immediately. Press
button and look for

phone glow (yellow glow
in one of the pits). If you
see a phone piece, slowly
drop down into pit.

_j^_Sink to bottom of^ the pit. Grab the
phone piece and then
elevate. Elevate by first

pushing the button on
your controller. Once
E.T.'s head elongates,

push the joystick left or
right, whichever way is

closer to land. Don't push
the button again until

you're safely on land.

If you successfully
grabbed a piece of phone,
the symbol of that phone
piece should appear at

the top left of your screen.

As soon as you're

on land, find the
question mark again and
hit the button again. You
see, only one phone
piece will glow at a time.

Even if there is more than
one phone piece on a
screen, you'll only see
one glow. Repeat, there-

fore, the Phone Location
Zone as soon as you're

out of the pit. If you see a
new glow, go to that pit

and get the phone piece,

as described in Step 2.

jm Move to left-

H' pointing directional

arrow (|) and hit the buf^

ton. This will transport
you directly to the Pit

Screen to the left of you.
Remember: If you run
across a Call Ship Zone
anywhere in your travels

(looks kind of like a

Space Invader or a
Spider) mentally note
exactly where it is. You
will need to get back to

that exact spot when
your phone is assem-
bled.

|- Look for phone
O pieces in these new
pits. Find the question
mark, hit the button, and
look for glow. If attacked
by Scientist or FBI Agent,
you can do one or two
things. Either find the BE
symbol, which will send
the Scientist or FBI Agent
back home, or find the
directional arrow (4) and
work in a new setting.

This is easier said than
done. However, when
you're going after speed,
you can feel free to move
your own E.T. character

at a fast rate. To do that,

you push down on the
button at the same time
that you move the
joystick.

Point 1: Phone piece will glow when you stand on Phone
Location Zone and press the button.

Point 2: When at
and then levital

as possi

Point 4: Always move from screen to screen using the
Transport Zones.
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Continue left ()O— until you've located

all of the phone pieces.

Once you've located your
last phone piece, find the

Call Ship Zone (looks like

a Space Invader). This

step, finding one individ-

ual spot somewhere in a

possible 96 zones, can be
one of the toughest parts

of the game.

M '* you haven't seen
f the Call Ship Zone
in your pit travels, it's

probably above or below
you— in the Forest or

City. Search those places
first, anyway, if you
hadn't seen it in the Pit

Zones.

Q Once you find the
Q— Call Ship Zone, hit

the button. You cannot
call the ship if anyone
else is on the screen. You
must send everyone
home before the ship can
be called. Once the ship

is officially called (and
you need all three phone
pieces to do it) a count-

down clock will appear
on the top right of your
TV screen. That clock will

count down twice. At the

end of the second
countdown, it will pick

you up at the Landing
Zone.





The video game E.T.

is a game of decision.

Every new screen, it

seems, offers some new
strategic possibility.

Listed here on the next

four pages are several

hints and tricks for dif-

ferent E.T. situations. If

you successfully master
these techniques, you'll

be able to respond surely

to most troubling

encounters.

PITFALL= H
If you accidently fall in a

pit, push the controller

button as quickly as
possible. Then slowly

move the joystick up. You
will not fall all the way to

the bottom of the pit, and
thus save some energy.

It's probably worth while

practicing this maneuver
over and over again until

perfected. Nothing can

be more aggravating—
and energy-consuming

—

than an unanticipated fall

to the bottom of a pit.

ESCAPE PIT
Whether you've gone in-

tentionally or accidently

into a pit, move as little

as possible once you're

there. Movement costs

energy points. Grab your
phone piece or revive

your flower and then
levitate out.

-4 CL'J I

LEVITATION I

Proper levitation can be
tricky. Here's how to do it

and not fall back in the

pit. Push the controller's

button and watch E.T.'s

mouth open wide. Then
push the joystick up,

toward the top of the pit.

The instant that E.T.'s

head touches the top of

the pit—thus allowing

him to view his sur-

roundings— stop push-
ing the joystick. Figure

out where you are and
where your enemies are.

You can move the joy-

stick either left or right

and keep on levitating.

Nothing can get you
while you're levitating,

not an FBI Agent, not a

Scientist. Levitate your-

self right on over a pit, if

you wish. Once you're

clear of the pit, the levita-

tion will automatically

cease.

OPENING THE MOUTH
Every time that you press
the button on the joystick

— by itself— you open
E.T.'s mouth. This is the

way you activate the

zones, of course, and
start levitation out of a

pit. One more thing you
should remember about
pushing this button,

however: nobody can
attack E.T. when his

mouth is open. In other

words, if you're in trou-

ble, open your mouth.
Remember this:

Trouble/Button/Mouth.

You may end up down
some pit somewhere,
but . . .you know what to

do then.



SCIENTIST :

Don't struggle against

the Scientist. You lose no
points when the Scientist

carries you bacic to his

Scientific Institute, only
time. If you struggle,

however, you'll lose pre-

cious energy points.

There's no surer sign of

an amateur E.T. player

than a hard struggle with

the Scientist. You won't
get away from him. Just
let him take you.

LANDING ZONE Z
One point of constant
frustration is the Landing
Site. Here's a way to play
it, depending on what
difficulty you're on. Diffi-

culty "B": Call Elliott as
soon as you're on the
Landing Zone. Since only
one human can be on the
screen at once, you won't
have to worry about FBI
Agents or Scientists as
you wait for the ship to

take you away. Difficulty

"A": No humans can be

on the screen when the

ship comes in this diffi-

culty setting. We suggest
that you figure out

exactly where the Land-
ing Zone is in the Forest
and then go down to a Pit

Screen and wait it out. It's

best, actually, if you find

the Human Repellant

Zone on that Pit Screen
and get some human
caught at the bottom of

the screen. Look to the

clock. When it's about to

run down, zip up to the
Forest and find the

Landing Zone. Let the

spaceship take you away.



ELLIOTT GRAB
Don't wait for Elliott to

give you your phone
piece. Once he's received

nine candies from you,

he'll follow you anywhere
with the phone piece. Use
this time constructively:

gather up more candy.
Elliott wHI find you where
ever you go. And no,

Elliott will not take any
more candy from you
when handing you a
piece of the phone.

THIRTY-ONE PIECES
This is one of the most
debated characteristics

of the E.T. game. If over
31 Reese's Pieces are

transported to the ship
during one round, you
will get more bonus
points, but less energy
points for the next round.

Is it worth it? It depends

on how you're playing

the game. If you're going
after the most points for a
round, go for over 31

candies. If you're going
for a game total, you'll

live longer with more
energy. In other words,
avoid 31 pieces of candy.



MEMORIZE LAYOUT
As you pass through the
screens gathering the
phone pieces, make sure
to note the location of the
ever-important Call Ship
Zone. Knowing where
this is early on will enable
you to find it quickly and
safely when you need it.

AVOID COMPLEX PITS
There is no reason to

spend much time in the
two complex pits (Tar Pit

and Snake Pit). Once
you've got your phone
parts and/or Call Ship
Zone, get out. Spend any
leisure time in the two
easier pits, where you
can travel horizontally,

vertically, and diagonally.



ENERGY UNITS GAINED
At the beginning of the game
Eating a piece of candy

Being revived by Elliott

ENERGY UNITS LOST
Walking

Running
Using a power zone
Falling into a pit

Levitating out of a pit

Struggling against the Scientist

ENP-OF-ROUND BONUS POINTS
Remaining energy

Candy pieces taken to ship

Candy pieces given to EHIott

Candy pieces collected after the 31st piece

9,999 units

341 units

1,500 units

1 unit per step

2 units per step

1 9 units

269 units

12 units per second
12 units per second

1 point per unit

490 per piece

770 per piece

1 ,000 per piece*

*Although you earn 1,000 bonus points for each candy piece collected after the 31st piece, E.T. will also lose

700 energy points for each new candy nugget picked up after the 31st piece. However, this penalty is

deducted from E.T.'s opening energy count in the following round. Thus, if you intend to play a number of

rounds, you should keep track of the number of pieces you have collected in each round and not pick up

more than 31 . If, on the other hand, you are playing a one-round game for points, you should collect as many

pieces of candy as possible in order to collect extra bonus points.
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